Cadillac 500 firing order

Founded You need to register to use this forum, even if you are a CLC member. Please login or
register. Did you miss your activation email? Read times. David P. Folks, I have supposedly
been given a ? What I don't know as I am new to this is where the numbers on the block are and
how to cross reference them. This motor was out of the car it came in and the generous person
that "donated" it to me does not know what it came out other than he was told it is a When I
compare to my in-car , there are obvious things that match and some things that don't. So I
assume it is newer than my current motor but not sure if it is really a Can anyone point me in
the right direction for this data? TJ Hopland Posts: Only way to know for sure is to look at
casting number in the crank which requires the oil pan to be off or measure the stroke by
sticking something down a spark plug hole and hand cranking the engine. The rest of the cars
got the and had the oil sump in the front which would be backwards from a more typical engine
like a Chevy. The Eldorado pan is the closest to a typical GM setup and over the years the Cad
motors have been popular to swap into other cars and trucks so its possible that was what
someone had done or planned to do with this motor so it could be a ,,, or with an Eldorado pan.
Its also possible that an original engine was replaced with what ever was available at the time.
Block casting number is on the top leftish side of the flange where it butts to the transmission.
About where the distributor would be on a Chevy. They changed small things like valve covers
and the breathers over the years. EGR started in HEI distributor on some 74 and for sure
Electric choke started in Intake was single plane and aluminum on the 's and 's. Great Info TJ
Hopland. Lucky for me I have started the break down on the engine and the oil pan is off. It does
have the front sump so that is a point in the direction of the I will roll it over on the stand and
see what I can find. Thanks again for all the info! Scot Minesinger Posts: The firing order is on
the front of the intake manifold. You can check this out by looking at shop manual for any
Cadillac years thru Further, the shop manual will also help make this distinction. Thanks Scott, I
found that info and it matches my firing order on my running Some evidence that it is a Now just
to figure out the year. Picture of the intake carb pad, choke, and egr will narrow down the year. If
you have the heads off the type of pistons could narrow it down. Head number can also narrow
it down. Head casting numbers are on on the top side center on the smog rail which is between
the rocker arms. In 71 when GM mandated lower compression their fix was to put huge dishes
in the pistons which was less than ideal for performance and emissions. Guessing they were
hoping they would be allowed to return to high compression but when that did not look like it
was going to happen they re designed the heads to use a more typical piston. Except for the 70
the difference in smog and non smog heads is just if the passage was drilled. Only difference
between a and is the crank and pistons. Everything else was the same including the firing order.
Depending on the year there could have been differences like the oil pan if it was in a Eldo or a
RWD car. What is different about the family was the 1 cylinder is on the right side, not the left
like many other GM's. The firing order is also not the same as many of the other GM's of the era.
I think the firing order is the same as the current LS engines. Supposedly some of the designers
of this engine went on to Ford to do the so the has some similarities to the family. All Cads. SMF
2. Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New
posts. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. What order do the wires
go on the ci distributor cap? Thread starter airbrushguy Start date Oct 4, About to install wires
on the engine that I bought that had no wires on the distributor cap, does anyone have a
diagram of their placement? Exactly what 5one9 said. Keep in mind that the cylinders are
numbered differently on these engines than other GM platforms; pass side is and driver side is
Firing order is also different than other GM engines, should be , with the rotor turning
clockwise. Then pull the trigger! Just kidding. Cad is dfiferent. Ok, so firing order is Which post
on the distributor is the number one wire on and what is the direction of rotation from there? It
depends on where the distributor is indexed in relation to the cam. This is why the timing marks
are on the crank and not at the distributor. You need to turn the crank until 1 is at TDC of the
compression stroke, then see which terminal the rotor is pointing at. Rotation will be clockwise.
Caddylackn Active Member. Joined Sep 7, Messages Reaction score 90 Points Thanks fellas,
very helpful. I'm cutting new expensive wire and didn't want to screw up the individual lengths. I
know the distributor is still in its stock position, so I figured the 1 plug wire is probably in the
stock position. Thanks to Covid, I'm working by myself so I'll have to become a contortionist
and turn crank with finger on hole by myself. Would be a little easier if the engine had a bolt in
the center of the crank pulley. Guess I'll have to use a strap wrench around the pulley. You'll
need to chase the threads as they are typically full of dirt. You can also turn the crank by using
a wrench on the power steering pump nut. If the belt slips you can pull the spark plugs out to
release the compression and make it easier to turn. Leave the 1 plug in and you should be able

to feel when that cylinder is on its compression stroke. You can pick one up at any auto parts
store, then weld a large nut on the end and you have a method of easily turning the motor. Post
reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. I see you! Please take two seconds to sign up! We'd love to have you as
a member of our Cadillac Power Group. You have nothing to lose and so much to gain
High-Torque Street Engines Producing one horsepower per cubic inch has long been an ideal in
the performance world. Remember Chevy crowing about its fuelie motors making a like amount
of horsepower in ? The more cubes you have, the easier it generally is to make torque and
horsepower. So what better way to make power than with one of the biggest production-car
engines of the modern era: the inch Cadillac of the '70s. What better way, indeed. Since then,
Kruzick has become the Lux leader, making possible the swapping of hundreds of big-cube
Cadoos into everything from street rods to musclecars to tow vehicles using a conversion kit he
developed "Anchors Away," Aug. If anyone can do torquey, bulletproof, streetable horsepower
for a self-imposed limit of four grand, then Kruzick's the man to pull it off with Cadillac style.
Even though he's protective of his secrets don't expect to have a casual conversation about
how to build a stroker , he showed us the way to leather-lined horsepower for cheap. Judging
by the number of cool Cads that joined us on Power Tour this year, there's plenty of interest
among enthusiasts. The cube motor, also known as the block the last four digits in the block's
part number , was available in Eldorados from late all the way through ; De Villes got the big 'un
in Although a is preferable, the mods we outline here work just as well on a The part number is
cast into the block at the top of the bellhousing flange, adjacent to the oil pressure sending unit.
Other, more involved ways to find a include measuring the stroke; at 4. Pull the oil pan and
check the crankshafts have a small casting number a or a between the No. The casting number
is on the edge of the third counterweight. You won't be able to tell what year the engine is from
the casting numbers on the block. You'll have to yank the valve covers or the heads to see
which ones you have. For performance applications, , , and casting heads are preferred. Be
careful: mix the wrong-year pistons and heads, and you could end up with a compression ratio
of or Kruzick doesn't trust the donor car's VIN as a sign of what's under the hood; he's seen too
many incorrect-year engine swaps. To keep the dollar figures in line, we fudged with a couple of
the popular items. The carb and big-block Chevy headers are parts easily available through your
local speed shop bulletin board, engine shop, or racetrack newspaper. Although you may find
some non-CMD parts available through other sources for less money, chances are you'll get a
better deal overall if you buy the lot as a package from Kruzick. The Cad was created to be a
torque monster. Kruzick knows that the stock valvetrain pieces tend to break at about 5, rpm.
The rocker arm retaining rail and T-pedestals are vulnerable to valvespring pressure and,
without reinforcement, can easily fail at that engine speed. While fixes like forged-steel
connecting rods and reinforced rockers are available, and Cads can be coerced to 6,plus rpm,
the cost of the components was prohibitive for our formula. Kruzick recommends revving a
street Cad such as the one we built to no more than 4, rpm-well within the peak horsepower and
torque bands. Also, Caddy s had a negative-plenum intake manifold; that is, the intake was so
low-profile that air had to move up through the runners and into the heads. This restrictive
runner design costs power. He also reports that, in non-Cadillac-bodied applications employing
stock radiators, the engine has been known to overheat. So if you're going to drop your Cadoo
into a tight s
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pace, like an F-body, try a four-core radiator and a 2-inch spacer block to replace the fan clutch
and keep the flow of cool air constant. Beyond that, our formula has a lot of what you'd expect
to support more power from any engine: new high-volume fuel pump and oiling system,
ignition, and so on. Our results bear this out. For four grand, our cube Cad pumped out hp at 4,
rpm on the dyno. Try a healthy lb-ft at 2, rpm on for size, buster. With uncommon class. Close
Ad. No Sweat. Jeff Koch writer Angelo Poffo photographer. Shoppin' List Block: '71 Eldorado ""
casting , shot-tumbled,magnafluxed, surfaced, bored 0. For other GM applications, use the
appropriate big-block Chevy header for the chassis in conjunction with the CMD flange kit.
Shipping and assembly costs not included. Machining prices will vary. Prices correct as of
press time. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Shoppin' List. OEM distributor with new
module, reluctor, adjustable vacuum advance, Mallory cap, rotor, and coil.

